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(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. It is proved that every complemented subspace of an arbitrary topo-

logical product of (nonnecessarily separable) Hubert spaces is isomorphic to a

product of Hubert spaces.

A counterexample is given showing that this result cannot be proved by the

same direct method as for countable products.

Introduction

In the paper [3] the question is asked if every complemented subspace Z of a

product of Banach spaces Yli&¡ Xt is necessarily isomorphic to another product

of Banach spaces. We solve this question positively in a very specific case

when all X¡ are Hubert spaces. In that case Z is a projective limit of a family

(Z ) of Hubert spaces where linking maps are projections. If the family (Z) is

countable (i.e. if we consider the countable products of Hilbert spaces) Z must

be isomorphic to the product of Hilbert spaces because every projective limit of

a sequence of Banach spaces and projections onto is isomorphic to the product

of Banach spaces. At the end of the paper we will present a counterexample

which shows that the last claim is false for uncountable families of Banach

(Hilbert) spaces.

This means that the direct method of the proof of our result fails for arbitrary

(uncountable) products of Hilbert spaces. We are forced to use here the highly

complicated method similar in spirit to the approach used in [3] to prove that

every complemented subspace of a power of lp(T), 1 < p < co, or c0 contains

a large power of I or c0 (see also [6]). The present paper should be considered

as a complement to [3]. We emphasize that the crucial role in the solution is

played by the strict description of all closed operator ideals (in the sense of

Pietsch) in the "algebra" of all operators between finite products of spaces Xi.

Since in our case such finite products are simply Hilbert spaces, the description
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mentioned above is known [7, 5.4] as a by-product of the polar decomposition

and the spectral representation theorem.

Now, we need some conventions. By K we denote the scalar field or the one-

dimensional locally convex space (les). If X — Y[ie¡ X¡, we identify YlieJ X{,

J ç /, (or X¡ ) with a subspace of X consisting of families vanishing outside /

(or {i} ). We will assume that a 0-neighborhood means absolutely convex one.

By kerU we denote kernel of U, i.e., f]n€N(l/n)U. We say that T: E —» F,

E, F are les, is an operator if it is linear and continuous. We say that T fixes

a complemented copy of (an les) Y if there is a subspace G ~ Y of E such

that T\G is an isomorphism and T(G) is complemented in F . As far as the

functional analysis terminology is concerned we follow [5].

By gothic letters we denote cardinal numbers and by m+ we denote the

successor of m. We define in a slightly specific manner the cofinality cf(m)

of the cardinal number m, namely, this will be the infimum of all cardinal

numbers n such that there is a family &, card,9~ < n, of cardinal numbers

such that supt£^r+ = m. In particular, cf(m+) = 1 .

From now on we assume that X = \~[l€l Xt, where Xi are Hilbert spaces

and P is a projection onto a complemented subspace Z of X .

Before we begin our proof, let us recall the result [3, Lemma 2.1 and 3.1]

which is the heart of our method:

Lemma 1. Let (Ik)k€K be a family of infinite sets of the same cardinality,

card K < card Ik , and let

r«nn*ï-
keK i€lk

If E is an arbitrary locally convex space and T: Y —* E is such an oper-

ator that T\Y is an isomorphism for every i e Ik, keK, and T(Yt) are

complemented in E, then T fixes a complemented copy of Y.

We will also use Pelczyñski's decomposition method in the following form:

if X, Y are les such that X contains a complemented copy of Y and vice

versa, then X is isomorphic to Y whenever X is isomorphic to its countable

power \[i&iX.

Let us recall [3] that an les E has the property (A) if there is a bounded

set B in E such that for every 0-neighborhood U in E ker U + B is a 0-

neighborhood in E. It is observed [2, Proposition 2(b)] that for Frèchet spaces

E the property (A) means exactly that E is a quojection, i.e. the projective

limit of a sequence of surjective operators and Banach spaces (see [1, p. 590]).

Lemma 2 [3, Lemma 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4]. If U is a 0-neighborhood in a

complemented subspace in an arbitrary product of Banach spaces, then kerU

has the property (A).

Our proof will be divided into two parts. In § 1 we define two "cardinal func-

tions" and using them we make the product X containing our complemented

subspace Z as "small" as possible. Then, in §2, we prove the theorem by the
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transfinite induction with respect to those defined cardinal parameters. Section

3 contains the counterexample mentioned above.

1. Auxiliary cardinal functions

Let T: E —> F be an operator between les. Then we define two cardinal

functions: w(T) is the infimum over all m such that there is a family SF,

cardJ?" < m, of continuous seminorms on E such that T is still continuous

whenever we take on E the topology generated by & (instead of the original

one). Secondly, sd(T) is the infimum over all m such that for every bounded

set B in E and every 0-neighborhood U in F there is a set A , card A < m

(strict inequality!) such that

T(A) + UD T(B).

Additionally, we define

w(E) :- w(idE),        sd(E) := sd(idE).

It is easily seen that w(T) < N0 iff w(T) = 1 iff T sends some 0-neighbor-

hoods into bounded sets (similarly, sd(T) < N0 iff T = 0). On the other

hand, w(E) = H0 iff E is a nonnormable metrizable les and sd(T) = K0 iff 7"

is a nonzero map sending bounded sets into precompact ones. For nontrivial

complete les E  sd(E) = N0 iff E is semi-Montel (see [5, 11.5]).

We will also use the density character d(E) of an les E, which is the infimum

of all m such that there is a dense subset A of E , card A < m.

The main aim of § 1 is the following result:

Theorem 3. Let w(Z) = I,  sd(Z) - m.   Then for every family of cardinal

numbers (:,),,,,  r, < m,  card/ < l,  sup,c,r"¡" = m,  Z  is isomorphic to a
J   JtJ J JtJ     J

complemented subspace of

j€J

Remark. By Prop. 4(g) below, cf(m) < I, thus the family (t,),GJ really exists.

Moreover, the space //, m does not depend on the choice of (r). Indeed,

for every choice sd(H{ m) = m, w(H[ m) = I (see Proposition 4(c) and (d)

below), thus our theorem implies that they are embedable one into another as

complemented subspaces. By Pelczyñski's decomposition, they are isomorphic.

In order to prove Theorem 3 we need the following proposition:

Proposition 4. Let E,   F,   G,   E¡ for i e I, be les  and let  T: E —> F,

S: F —» G be arbitrary operators. Then the following assertions hold:

(a) sd(S oT)< sd(S), sd(T) ; w(S o T) < w(S), w(T) ;

(b) if (T¡) is a net of operators converging uniformly on bounded sets to T

and 5¿/(r,) < m, then sd(T) < m;

(c) if E = Yliei Ei and sd(T\E ) < m for every i e I, then sd(T) < m ;
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(d) if F - YlieJ F¡, P, : F —» F¡ are the natural projections and sd(PioT) <
m for every i e I, then sd(T) < m ;

(e) if S is a topological embedding, then sd(S o T) = sd(T) ;

(f) // 7" « a quotient map, then w(S o T) = w(S);

(g) 1/ £ has the property (A), then cf(sd(E)) < w(E).

If we assume additionally that E, F, G, E¡ for i e I, are normed spaces,

then:

(h) if T is a quotient map, then sd(S o T) = sd(S) ;

(i) if E is infinite dimensional, then d(E)+ - sd(E) ;

(j) if the range of T is dense in F, then sd(F) < sd(E) ;

(k) if Y = Yliei E¡ '  W is a complemented subspace of Y and W{ = W n

U1€JEt, J QI, then w(W/Wx)< cardI\J.

Proof. The results (a), (b), (e), (f), and (h) are obvious, (k) is a particular case

of [3, 2.9] and (j) is implied by (i). The parts (c) and (d) are simple for a

finite set /. To prove them in the whole generality it is enough to recall how

0-neighborhoods and bounded sets in topological products look alike.

(i): The inequality sd(E) < d(E)+ holds obviously for every lcs£. Let B

be the unit ball of E , there is a subset A of E, card A < sd(E), satisfying

BC (\)B + A.

The following set

AQ = < ̂ 2 2'x¡ : x¡ e A, zc, / are integers >

is dense in E . Since dimE = oo, then sd(E) > N0 and

d(E) < card AQ = N0 card A < sd(E).

(g): If w(E) = 1, then £ is a normed space and, by (i),

cf sd(E) = cf(d(E)+) = 1.

Let us assume that w(E) > n0 , then there is a 0-neighborhood base (Ui)¡€¡ of

E consisting of open sets such that card/ = w(E). Let us choose a bounded

set B according to the definition of the property (A). Then, for i e I. there

are subsets A¡ ç E satisfying

card/I, < sd(E)   and   B ç U¡■ + A{.

If C is an arbitrary bounded set in E, then

C ç nB + ker t/, for a suitable chosen zz e N .

Moreover, if zz U'. ç U¡, then

C ÇnB + ker Ul ç nllj + nAj + ker Ui ç nAj + U¡,
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because U¡ + kerUi C Ui ( Ui is an absolutely convex open set!). Obviously,

card(zz^,) = card A¡, hence

sup(card^,)+ = sd(E)   and    cfsd(E) < card/ = w(E).
iei

Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of the following strengthened form

of [3, Proposition 1.8].

Proposition 5. Let Y be a complemented subspace of a product E = YlieI E¡ of

Banach spaces. Then there is a subset J ç I, card/ < N0 or card/ < w(Y),

and there is a family of subspaces Fi ç Ei satisfying

sd(Ft)<sd(Y)      forieJ,

such that Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of

'-IK
i€J

Proof. According to [3, Prop. 1.8], there is a subset J ç I, finite or card/ <

w(Y), such that Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace Y0 of E0 =

[\ieJEj. Let (2,: E0 —» Ei be the natural projection and let

Y^Yo^UEj-
Mi

Then Q¡\Y   factorizes through the natural quotient map q: Y0 —> Y0/Yx , i.e.

Q¡ = s ° q,        where 5 : YQ/ 7, —► Ei.

By Lemma 2, Y0 has the property (A). Let B be an absolutely convex bounded

subset of Y0 from the definition of that property. We denote by YB the linear

span of B in Y0 equipped with the norm being the gauge functional of B.

If j : YB —► Y0 is the embedding map, then q o j is the quotient map and, by

Prop. 4(a) and (h),

sd(Y0/Yx) = sd(qoj) < sd(idY) = sd(Y).

Moreover, Prop. 4(j) implies

sd (Om) = «t {s(Y0/Yx)) < sd(YJ Yx),

because Q¡(Y0) = s(Y0/Yx). Now, it is enough to choose

Ft = Qt{YQ)       for ieJ.
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2. The inductive proof

We begin with some auxiliary results.

Lemma 6. Let J ç I, card/\/ < card/. Then there exists /0 ç /, card/\/ =

card/\/0, such that

Zx:=Z^\\Xi

z's a complemented subspace of Z .

Proof. First, let us observe that the kernel of any absolutely convex 0-neighbor-

hood U in X is complemented! Indeed, let ker U Z} Yl¡ j Xt■ = Xj , J ç /,

card/\/ < oo and let Q: X/Xj -+ X/kerU, P: X '-* X/Xj , q: X -♦ X¡kerU

be the natural quotient maps. Since X/Xj is isomorphic to a Hilbert space and

Xj is a complemented subspace of X, there are right inverses S and R for

Q and P , respectively. Thus T: X —> X

T:= id-RoSoq

is a projection onto ker U .

Now, if V. and W are absolutely convex O-neighborhoods in Z and in a

complement Y of Z , respectively, then for Í7 = V ® W, ker £/ = ker V ®

ker H7 . Since ker U is complemented in X , ker F is complemented in Z .

This completes the proof if card /\/ < n0 , because then we can choose V

in such a way that ker V = Z n YlJeJ Xt■.

If card/\/ > K0 , then our lemma is true even for Xi being a non-Hilbertian

Banach space. According to a simple remark after [3, Lemma 1.7] there is a

subset /, ç / such that

card/\/, = card/\/

and

yzey,    y     /g/

Thus, we can define inductively a sequence of sets (/ ) satisfying:

/„+1 Ç Jn ,     card /\/w = card /\/,

\ieJ„+l     j      i€J„

If we define

•/o=n-/«'
h€N

then card/\/0 = card/\/ and

p\Ilxi)^U-xh    nzx) = zx.
\i€Jn     J      ¡eJ0

The previous lemma allows us to make an inductive reduction as follows.
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Lemma 1. If P satisfies the following condition: there is a subset J ç I,

cardI\J < card/ = Í, with sd(P\x ) < m for every i e J . Then Z ~ Z, © Z2,

where

w(Z2) < I   and   sd(Zx) < m.

Proof. According to Lemma 6 there is a set J0 ç J, card /\/ = card/\/0,

such that Z = ZX@Z2 (topologically), where

zx:=znYlxr
i€J0

By Prop. 4(a), (c), (e), and (k), we get:

sd(Zx) =sd(P\z ) <m,

w(Z2) = w(Z/Zx) < I.

The next lemma is implied by known properties of Hilbert spaces.

Lemma 8. Every Banach subspace E of X is complemented and it is a Hilbert

space.

The next point in which we essentially apply properties of Hilbert spaces is

the following simple consequence of the description of closed operator ideals

on Hilbert spaces [7, 5.4]:

Lemma 9. Let Y be a Hilbert space and let T:Y^X be an arbitrary operator.

For every r < sd(T), T fixes a complemented copy of l2(x).

Proof. First, we prove the particular case when X is a Hilbert space.

Let us prove our result for an operator S : L1(Q,, p) —>■ L2(Q, p) of the form:

S(f)=sf,

where 5 e Loo(Q, p) and p is a probability measure. We define:

Q„ := {co e ii: \s(w)\ > 1/zz} , p   := p\a .
n

Let Jn:L2(Çin,pn) ^ L2(Çi,p), Qn: L2(Q, p) -» L2(Qn, pn) be the stan-

dard embedding and projection, respectively. If the Hilbertian dimension of

L2(iln, pn), i.e. card T, where l2(T) ~ L2(Q.n,pn), is not less than r,

then we are done because S\, ,n , is an isomorphism. Let us assume that

àim(L2(Çln , pn)) < x for every n e N, then

||S-So/„oC2J<l/zz

and

sd(SoJnoQn)<x.

Applying Proposition 4(b) we get

sd(S) <x.
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Now, a simple combination of the polar decomposition and the spectral rep-

resentation theorem for positive operators [4], [7.D.3] gives us the following

diagram
t

X

v"

L2(Q,p) —j-+ L2(Q,p)

for some probability space (£1, p) and S of the form as above. Moreover, the

diagram commutes, i.e.

V*oToU = S, T=VoSoU*.

This means that either for some zz e N the Hilbertian dimension of

U(L2(Cln, pn)) is not less than r and T,V,L ,a ., is an isomorphism or

sd(T) < sd(S) < x (see Proposition 4(a)). The latter possibility contradicts

our assumption.

This completes the proof for X isomorphic to a Hilbert space. In the general

case, let Pf : X '-* X¡ be the natural projection. Proposition 4(d) implies that

there exists i e I such that

sd(PioT) >x.

It is enough to apply the preceding particular case of our theorem to P¡ o T and

Lemma 8.

The last lemma allows us to construct inside a complemented subspace Z of

a product of Hilbert spaces a copy of "large" //, m .

Lemma 10. Let T: X -* X be an arbitrary operator and let m, I be cardinal

numbers satisfying cf m < I. If for every x < m the inequality card Jx > I holds,

where

Jr:={ieI:sd(T\x)>x},

then T fixes a complemented copy of Hx m .

Proof. If m = n+ , then card/n > I and for i e Jn, sd(T\x ) > m. According

to Lemma 9, for i e Jn the map T\x  fixes a complemented copy of /2(n). By

Lemma 1, this completes the proof in the case m = n+ .

If m is a limit cardinal, then there is a family (Jk)k€K of subsets of /, where

card A" = cfm < I, and a family of cardinal numbers (xk)k€K , sup^^ tfc = m,

such that

sd (T\x) > xk    for i e Jk   and    card Jk = I.

Without loss of generality we may assume that Jk are pairwisely disjoint. Thus

Lemma 9 implies that for i e Jk the operator T\x fixes a complemented copy

of l2(xk). Finally, Lemma 1 completes the proof.
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Theorem 11. Every complemented subspace of a product X — Y\i€lX¡ of Hilbert

spaces is isomorphic to a product of Hilbert spaces.

Proof. We go through the transfinite induction. First, with respect to sd(Z).

If sd(Z) = N0, then Proposition 5 implies that Z ~ K        (see [3, Theorem

1.6]).
Let us assume that everything is proved for sd(Z) < m and assume that

sd(Z) = m. The inductive step will be proved by the transfinite induction over

w(Z). For w(Z) = 1 the theorem is trivial. Now, assume our theorem for

w(Z) < I and let us prove it for w(Z) = I.

We can assume, according to Theorem 3 and the remarks after it, that Z

is contained as a complemented subspace in X = H{ m. Let P: X —» Z be a

projection onto. Then Lemma 10 applied to X and the operator P implies

that either Z contains a complemented copy of //, m or there is r < m such

that

card]/ e I: sd [P\x) > t| < I.

In the first case Pelczyriski's decomposition method implies Zafl¡B. In the

second case we can apply Lemma 7, thus Z ~ZX@Z2, where

sd(Zx)<x   and   w(Z2)<\.

Since the inductive hypothesis is applicable both for Z, and Z2, the proof is

complete.

3. The counterexample

We present an example of a projective limit of a family of Hilbert spaces

which is not isomorphic to a product of Banach spaces in spite of the fact that

linking maps are projections onto!

Let us take X := l2(I), I uncountable, and let us equip X with the topology

generated by the family of seminorms (pA)A&%, fê := {A: A ç I, card^ <

\ieA

As easily seen,   X   is the projective limit of the family of Hilbert spaces

(xa)a<&> xa '■= {•* = (*iW PaW < °°}' where linking maps TAB: XA -»
XB , B ç A , are projections defined as follows:

TAB((Xi)i€A)-=(Xi)ieB-

On the other hand, X fulfills the following condition (*) : for every sequence

of continuous seminorms (p ) on X there is a continuous seminorm p on X

such that

P| kerpn D kerp .
n£N

Obviously, no infinite product Y of Banach spaces satisfies (*) and therefore

Y cannot be isomorphic to X .

¡/¿
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